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COLLEGE NEws
 stAff NEws
the 2014 school year started with a staff gathering at the principal’s residence and a Conference.  
with Jo Stielau on long leave, we welcomed Will donkin into the English Department for 
the first term. we also welcomed our 2014 interns: ulrika Hartl (term 1) and Michael day 
(English), aJ Spieringshoek (maths and it), daniel Nambassi (LO), Smanga phoseka 
(science), anthea pasqualle and Jo-ann Bergstadt (bsu).  At the end of  the term we bade 
farewell to Oscar Horstmann who left us to take up the position of  hOD Economics at hilton.   

 suppOrt stAff NEws
we bade a sad farewell to Sandy Saner, at the end of  January, after 12 years of  loyal service.  
Sandy performed a vital function in the school. Not only was she the right hand person to the 
Deputies at the College, but she also ensured that the bishops exams and other processes in the 
school, ran like clockwork.  we wished sandy everything of  the best as she immigrates to the usA.
we welcomed some new and not-so-new staff: Verna Leverzencie, secretary to the Deputy 
headmasters at the College, took over from sandy saner and has worked as a receptionist at 
wynberg Girls’ high, and prior to that worked as an events and conference planner and also has 
many years of  banking experience; Bronwyn Gabriels, Accounts Administrator, has a solid 
admin background gained from various roles within OneNebula, a telecommunications company. 
Bronwyn reports to Sean King, with a dotted line to Mukesh Govan. petronella Morolong, 
who left us at the end of  2012 to look after her terminally ill mother, re-joined us in January in 
the position she previously held, Assistant functions Cook. Heidi Johannes, current Assistant 
functions Cook has taken up the position of  second Cook at van der bijl.
we congratulate Kim Carlson and her husband David, on the birth of  their son, tyler mason 
Carlson, brother to tyreece.

 ACADEmiC AffAirs
the Class of  2013 certainly did bishops proud with an exceptional performance in the final NsC 
exams. the results they achieved are outstanding, certainly the best since 2002 and perhaps ever!  
Of  the 152 boys who wrote the exam: 150 achieved bachelor degree entry certificates (98,7%); 2 
boys achieved diploma entry certificates (1,3%); 100% of  the boys passed; 486 subject distinctions 
were achieved (3,2 per boy); 12% of  all subject results were over 90%; 41% of  all subject results 
were over 80%; 69% of  all subjects were As and bs; 5 boys achieved 10 distinctions; 6 boys achieved 
9 distinctions; 3 boys achieved 8 distinctions; 12 boys achieved 7 distinctions - this means that 1 in 
6 boys achieved 7 distinctions or better. 
Distinctions: 10 Distinctions: Nevarr pillay, daniel Chung, Joseph Kahn, Ismail rawoot 
and Ziyaad adam. 9 Distinctions: Jp Lanser, Nick Cotchobos, Sam Wolski, Keegan 
Sutherland, Ian douglass and adam Smith. 8 Distinctions: afika Nyati, Jaydon Farao 
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and paul Ferrandi. 7 Distinctions: Saleem Firfirey, Cuan Hablutzel, young Kyun 
Hwang, Geoffrey Forbes, Murray Moore, Sevi Steingaszner, Murray Willcocks, Ty 
Wills, Oliver Marr, andrew Court, Nicholas Marine and Viresh Valodia.
Noteworthy individual results: Sam Wolski 100% for maths; Oliver Marr 100% for visual Arts; 
afika Nyati 99% for visual Arts; daniel Chung 99% for Accounting; Nevarr pillay 99% for 
Economics.  At the wCED Awards Ceremony held on tuesday, 14th January, bishops came 3rd 
in the province in terms of  specified criteria. we were the top boys’ school in the province.  the 
following boys were awarded merit certificates: top maths student in the province: Sam Wolski; 
top 20 in the province: Nevarr pillay, Joseph Kahn and Jp Lanser.
Although no one from bishops made it through, as a National finalist of  the mathematics Olympiad 
in 2013, bishops was presented with a trophy as the top participating school. this is thanks to 
every bishops boy who wrote round 1 of  the Olympiad. the round 3 participants receive a 
certificate, a bronze medal and a note book which is sponsored by the south African institute of  
Chartered Accountants. they are: Christopher aubin, Nicholas Featherstone and angus 
Thring (Gr. 8); alexander peile, Nicholas Janisch and Jonathan rossouw (Gr. 9); Soo 
-Min Lee (Gr. 10); Warren Black, Murray McKechnie and pierre van Biljon (Gr. 11) and 
Nicholas Cotchobos in Grade 12.

Nevarr Pillay, Sam Wolski, JP Lanser and Joseph Kahn are congratu-
lated at the WCED Awards Ceremony.
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Warren Black, Murray 
McKechnie, alexander rohrer and 
Thomas Vidal were congratulated 
on their repeat award attendance in the 
JsE schools’ Challenge, since entering 
the competition in 2011. Amongst over 
300 competing schools they achieved 
2nd position in the 2013 challenge 
and as the bishops ‘investorpreneurs’ 
received shares to the value of  r14,250 
as the prize, a framed certificate and a 
Johannesburg stock Exchange trophy.

Thomas Orton recently returned from the National youth science forum in Australia. 450 
high school students were invited from around Australia and other countries to attend this event. 
Thomas was invited as one of  three students from south Africa based on scores from the 2013 
science Olympiad. Thomas also wrote four A level exams and one As level in 2013 (in addition to 
the one he wrote in 2012) and scored over 80% in each. he was largely self-taught, working on each 
subject 3-5 months before the exam. results: Chemistry: A* (93%) (2013), Economics: A* (93%) 
(2013), physics: A* (91%) (2013), As English: A (86%) (2013), further maths: A (81%) (2013), 
maths: A (86%) (2012) As a result of  these A level results, Thomas has been accepted into uCt, 
and is currently studying a number of  first-year subjects, and in fact one second-year subject, while 
he completes his matric at bishops. for these outstanding and exceptional achievements, Thomas 
Orton is awarded a Distinction tie.

CuLturAL AffAirs
for their contributions to the technical side of  Drama over the past three, we congratulated Kieran 
Cattell and Stefan dominicus on being awarded their full Drama Colours.

forty indigenous trees were planted at marconi 
beam primary school, on the outskirts of  the Joe slovo 
community, through Greenpop, by Goodhope fm DJ 
seano, the president’s Award youth Committee, local 
volunteers and marconi beam’s young, vibrant Eco-
Leaders.  Greenpop is a local organisation that aims to 
‘greenify’ underprivileged areas through planting trees 
and by doing so ignite a ‘treevolution’ through the spirit 
of  hope, teamwork and ubuntu.  Eight bishops boys 
represented the president’s Award youth Committee 
at the planting ceremony.  we congratulated pule 
Nkopane on his active involvement as a president’s Award youth Committee member for 2013 
and awarded him a certificate in recognition of  his service. pule remains on the Committee this 
year and is joined by Luc Janssens and Matthew perrott.

Warren Black, Tom Vidal, Alexander Rohrer and 
Murray McKechnie.

Bishops representatives on the Presi-
dent’s Award Youth Committee.
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Jamie Battersby welcomed mrs sue brown, of  the rhino Orphanage foundation, to a 
College Assembly and spoke about the foundation and the money bishops boys raised in order for 
us to be able to present a computer to mrs brown for their work. the computer was handed over 
by robbie Mowbray.

the bishops interact Club announced their Office bearers for 2014: president: Jamian 
Heesom-Baron; vice-head: pule Nkopane; 2nd vice-head: Katleho Morojele; secretary: 
Saadiq Brey.

Nicholas Cullinan took part in the Langa Quarter street Art competition. there were 17 
artists involved, and the medium used was spray paint. the space Nic had to work on was a piece 
of  wall 2x8 metres in length. the winner was determined with a public vote open to the residents 
of  Langa. Nic received the most votes and won the competition. the prize was r6000 cash, and 
the award of  2 further commissions for mural paintings.

Christopher Lea was named head monitor of  the molteno resource Centre for 2014 and 
will lead the Library through an exciting transition. he will be assisted by the following monitors: 
Jamian Heesom-Baron, Muhammed razzak, Grant Byron and aidan Bizony.

A large number of  boys played their royal schools of  music practical exams and a number 
wrote the royal schools of  music theory.  those who passed with distinction, ie. a mark higher 
than 88%, are: ryan acton – grade 3 guitar; Mohammed Osman – grade 3 piano; Benedict 
Chetwyn – grade 5 saxophone; Mac Cheminais – grade 5 flute; Jack Belcher – grade 5 
saxophone; Julian Mort – grade 5 cello; robert Mertens – grade 5 cello; Nicholas Janisch – 
grade 5 singing and grade 5 clarinet; piers Johnston – grade 6 saxophone; Shannon Thebus – 
grade 6 double bass and grade 7 organ; KB Ko – grade 7 piano; Sean douglas – grade 7 violin; 
Soo-Min Lee – grade 8 piano; Murray McKechnie – grade 8 piano; adam rothschild – 
grade 8 piano, and Lood van Niekerk – grade 8 piano (Lood achieved such a high mark that he 
was invited to perform at the royal schools high Achievers’ Concert).

rahul Naidoo was congratulated on being elected as the Chairman of  the students’ 
representative forum for 2014. 

pAstOrAL AffAirs
the frank reid shield is awarded to the house with the best performance in the bishops New 
boys’ heritage test. this shield belonged to frank reid who was not only the first rhodes scholar 
for bishops, but the first rhodes scholar in the world. he was a hugely gifted all-rounder and our 
1st team cricket field is named in his honour. this year’s winning group is Birt House with an 
average mark of  93%. yusuf  Blake received the shield on behalf  of  his grade.

 spOrtiNG AffAirs
Stuart Bristow has been appointed as Captain of  Athletics for 2014.  Mallett House was crowned 
the worthy winner of  relay sports 2014.

Makumba Chiti was appointed as Captain of  basketball for the season, and Tim Kuhn as 
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vice-Captain.  Congratulations to the winners of  the inter house basketball trophies: seniors - 
Mallett House; Juniors - Founders House.

James van Niekerk was congratulated on being elected Canoeing Captain for 2014.
full Cricket Colours 2013 were awarded to: daniel russell (re-award), Mark Wilson (re-

award), Matthew Jones and Justin rowe-roberts.  half  Colours were awarded to Ty Wills, 
ryan Julius, Jordan Flax, daniel Lombard (re-award), Thomas van as and Matthew 
rudston. 

the Captain of  fencing for 2014 is alexander Collings.
we congratulated Jamian Heesom-Baron and Muhammed razzak on their award of  full 

Colours for first Aid, for maintaining a high level qualification, serving the club and school for 4 years 
and for taking on a role as a leader in the first Aid group. 

we congratulated Luke Baker and Warwick reid who were selected to represent south Africa 
in the 13th fips mouche youth world fly fishing Championships in poland to be held from at the 
end of  July 2014.

Julian van der Watt tied for 1st position at the first western Cape regional Go-karting race for 
2014. Jonathan aberdein placed in 4th position.

Jonathan Smuts was appointed Captain of  Golf  for 2014.
we congratulated Garth Turner who was selected to represent south Africa hockey in the boys 

African Qualifier team.
we congratulated david Laubscher who obtained a bronze medal at the 6th world Gojukai 

karate-Do Championship held in mumbai, india.
the bishops mountain biking Cross Country track had its official opening and several schools 

attended – including riders from paul roos, rondebosch and sACs. in the junior heats Jason van 
der Linden managed a third place overall and in the senior heats Zandi rohrer and Chris 
Viljoen managed first and second place respectively. Zandi rohrer also beat the course record set 
by a professional rider, Lourens Luus, of  team rE:Cm, by one second.

Nicholas Hyslop has been appointed as Captain of  the rock Climbing Club for 2014.
the rowing team excelled at the sACs regatta: 1st eight - placed 2nd; 1st four - placed 1st. in the 

pairs, Matthew Boynton and Cole Barnard were placed 1st.  the u16 eights, the fours and the 
pairs placed 1st in all three races. in the u15 age group, Stephane pienaar was placed 1st and 
SvenWellman was placed 2nd. in the u14 age group the Oct placed 1st and the pairs placed 2nd.

andré Manuel attended the investec international advanced players’ course for u17 rugby 
players. andre impressed so much on the course that he won the award for most valuable player 
and in doing so has been offered a full sponsorship from the investec academy to attend the Elite 
course for top u18 and u19 players at the end of  the year. we congratulate him on his effort and on 
gaining this opportunity.

Benson Joubert was awarded full Colours for shooting; Chris Lea was awarded half  Colours 
for shooting.  the shottist of  the term trophy was awarded to Benson Joubert, who was also 
appointed Captain of  shooting for 2014.

Stefan ranoszek was congratulated on his appointed as Captain of  squash for 2014.
Keanan alexander was awarded full Colours for swimming.
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the inter house surfing Competition took place at Long beach. At the end of  an exciting series of  
heats, Gray house emerged victorious. Congratulations to the Harrison brothers, Max and Jack.

the Charles king tennis trophy was originally presented by mr D. king of  beaufort west in 
the 1st term of  1955. it has now been revived and was awarded to the Junior singles Champion of  
2013: we congratulated James Murray on winning it.  we also congratulated Ogilvie House, 
who prevailed over a young Birt House team to take the inter house tennis trophy for 2013. we 
congratulated Tom Sutcliffe on his selection to the u17A western province tennis team and on his 
being awarded full Colours for wp schools tennis.

the 2014 water polo captain is Kimon Haralambous, and the vice-Captain is andrew 
during. andrew during, Kimon Haralambous, Liam Neill and Zack Herberstein were 
selected for the wp u18 Currie Cup team. Keanan alexander was selected as reserve for this 
team. they will participate in the Currie Cup in march in Durban.

 AwArDs
JErSEyS
Academic
Warren Black, richard Freund, Murray McKechnie, pule Nkopane.

TIES
Academic
Grade 11: Jason Botha, James Irvine, Luke Leach, daniel Lombard, Taku Mtombeni, 
pule Nkopane and Sean Voss.
Gr 10: Max Gobel and Laurence Midgley 
Grade 9: dylan Burke, Christopher Hyslop, Carl-phillip Lehmann, akha Manjezi, 
Matthew rissik and Julian Schlebusch.

All Rounders
Thomas richardson, rhiyaan Smith, alessandro Mirotto

Distinction
Thomas Orton (academic)

Interact
Jason Botha, Ziyaad Bawa, Jordan van Tonder, Jamian Heesom-Baron, Saadiq Brey and 
Elliot Gordon.

Service
Chapel: Bell ringers: Jez MacIntyre, pierre Heywood, Conor young, Liam Cook, 
Jarryd Lurie, Keean pople, Tristan Leyds, Brandon Salomo; 
sacristan Duties: Johnson alfredo, Matthew du plessis, ryan Good, Luca Guerrini, 
aidan Kenealy, Thomas Mudge, Lindani Ngcokoto, Bulelani Ngqukuvana, 
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Matthew Norton, Samkelo Sani;  
Av Crew:  Kieran Cattell, Zandi rohrer, Stefan dominicus, Chris Viljoen, Benson 
Joubert  
servers: Henri de Villiers Te Water, Jamian Heesom-Baron, Josh Knipe, Theuns 
Kuhn, Evan pandiani.

pr GrOup 2014
William Baldwin, richard Bassett, aidan Bizony, david Bruchhausen, Christian 
Cotchobos, paul-Henri daron, Nic Frankenfeld, daniel Gregory, Sam Jeffery, 
Josh Knipe, Soo-Min Lee, dylan Maxwell, Nick pithey, Stefan ranoszek, Matthew 
roberts, rhiyaan Smith, rayhaan Survé, Michael Thomson, Jordan van Tonder 
and Jeremy Wilkinson.

OFFICErS OF THE SCHOOL
head of  school: Jordan Flax (white)
Deputy heads of  school: Gerard pieterse (school), richard Freund (birt)
heads of  houses: Tom van as (founders), daniel Lombard (white), Nic Bester (Gray), 
Jake Bennett (Ogilvie), Simon Thompson (kidd), Kimon Haralambous (mallett)

AppOiNtmENts
it gives me great pleasure to announce that brian robertson bA 
(hons) hDE (Cape town) has been appointed to the full-time position 
of  Development and funding Director at bishops with effect from 1 
february 2014.  brian is very well known and highly respected in the 
bishops Community. he is an OD (1979), has been a parent at the school 
and has served as Chairman of  the OD union Committee since 2009. 
he has been the OD union representative at Council meetings since 
2010.  for many years until late 2013, brian was the human resources 
Director of  vital health foods, the major sponsor of  rugby at bishops. 
he has previously served as Chairman of  the board of  Governors at 

bridge house school from 2000 to 2006. brian studied at uCt where he was both Captain (1986) 
and Chairman (1987) of  the uCt Athletics Club. he received provincial colours for both road 
running and cross country. he has run 34 marathons, including two Oceans and Comrades and has 
completed 21 Argus cycle tours. he is also a passionate supporter of  cricket and rugby. 

the position of  development and Funding director has been created to develop and 
implement funding initiatives at bishops. brian will work with the school and the OD union and 
through them for the bishops trust. the appointment is for a one year period and is subject to 
renewal. we received 22 applications for the position and interviews took place at the end of  last year. 

please join me in welcoming brian (back) to bishops! 
Mike Bosman
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adam, Ziyaad bachelor
alexander, max bachelor
allen, tahriq bachelor
anguria, peter bachelor
Barker, Luke bachelor
Barker, thomas bachelor
Belcher, Oliver bachelor
Bemat, mas’ood bachelor
Botha, Nicholas bachelor
Bourne, David bachelor
Brink, Derek bachelor
Brink, robert bachelor
Brooks, matthew bachelor
Brown, Jefferson bachelor
Carter, Alexander bachelor
Chikte, raihaan bachelor
Christopher, ross bachelor
Chung, Daniel bachelor
Clamp, shaun bachelor
Clark, shaun bachelor
Corbett, murray bachelor
Cornelissen, tristan bachelor
Cotchobos, Nick bachelor
Court, Andrew bachelor
Crowther, stephen bachelor
day, James bachelor
de Freitas, Daniel bachelor
de Klerk, Dean bachelor
douglass, ian bachelor
dreyer, Darren bachelor
dry, James bachelor
du plessis, michael bachelor
du Toit, Neale bachelor
dube, Zukile bachelor
Elphick, murray bachelor
Erlangsen, Gregory bachelor
Everingham, timothy bachelor
Fanton, Justin bachelor
Farao, Jaydon bachelor
Ferrandi, paul bachelor
Firfirey, saleem bachelor
Fisher, Daniel bachelor
Forbes, Geoffrey bachelor
Giuricich, Luca bachelor
Gordon, Jared bachelor
Gush, James bachelor
Gwiliza, Camagu bachelor
Hablutzel, Cuan bachelor
Hamilton, patrick bachelor
Hanekom, Jack bachelor
Harries, Cameron bachelor

Herberstein, max bachelor
Heunis, Christopher bachelor
Hewitson, Joshua bachelor
Heydenrych, matt bachelor
Hickman, rupert bachelor
Hill, paul bachelor
Holliday, Justin bachelor
Holmes, Alistair Diploma
Hwang, young kyun bachelor
Innes, simon bachelor
Innes, timothy bachelor
Jones, matthew bachelor
Julius, ryan bachelor
Kahn, Joseph bachelor
Kaulinge, Lineekela bachelor
Keir, seumus bachelor
Kenealy, Nicholas bachelor
Kirk, Alistair bachelor
Kotze, Dirk bachelor
Landon, robert bachelor
Lanser, John bachelor
Laurie, stuart bachelor
Leale, Dayne bachelor
Leusink, robert bachelor
Louis, michael bachelor
Lurie, Damon bachelor
Maimba, Allen bachelor
Makgoba, Nyakallo bachelor
Makhoba, mnotho bachelor
Marais, michele bachelor
Marine, Nicholas bachelor
Marokane, tebogo Diploma
Marr, Oliver bachelor
Masha, Chela bachelor
Mcalpin, Andrew bachelor
McGregor, matthew bachelor
Meddick, Dominic bachelor
Miller, remy bachelor
Miller, stuart bachelor
Moir, Dean bachelor
Moodley, Jasanth bachelor
Moore, murray bachelor
Motsepe, Obakeng bachelor
Murphy, James bachelor
Mynhardt, michael bachelor
Neill, Oliver bachelor
Nel, Daniel bachelor
Nixon, mitchell bachelor
Nyati, Afika bachelor
Orrie, siddeeq bachelor
pastorino, Louis bachelor

paterson-Jones, Guy bachelor
paulucci de Calboli, francesco bachelor
peel, michael bachelor
philip, James bachelor
pillay, Nevarr bachelor
rawoot, ishtiyaaq bachelor
rawoot, ismail bachelor
richter, kyle bachelor
robarts, matthew bachelor
roberts, kei bachelor
rockey, Luke bachelor
rossouw, Christopher bachelor
rousseau, Jacques bachelor
russell, Daniel bachelor
Scarles, Darrien bachelor
Scott, Davide bachelor
Share, herman bachelor
Shaw, John bachelor
Shikongo, Nokokule bachelor
Smith, Adam bachelor
Smith, shane bachelor
Steingaszner, sevi bachelor
Steinhagen, Joel bachelor
Stewart, Alex bachelor
Steytler, Nicolas bachelor
Sutherland, keegan bachelor
Tobias, sean bachelor
ulimwengu, mahatma bachelor
upshon, Alex bachelor
Valodia, viresh bachelor
van der Linden, matthew bachelor
van der ploeg, Adam bachelor
van Niekerk, Josh bachelor
van rensburg, sean bachelor
van ryneveld, Anthony bachelor
van Wyngaarden, Adam bachelor
von Zahn, timothy bachelor
Walters, murray bachelor
Warren, Andrew bachelor
Waterfield, tim bachelor
Whaley, buck bachelor
White, wesley bachelor
Willcocks, murray bachelor
Wills, ty bachelor
Wilson, Justin bachelor
Wilson, mark bachelor
Wolski, samuel bachelor
Woodman, Devon bachelor
Wray, Christopher bachelor
Wyatt-Smith, Justin bachelor

CLAss Of 2012: mAtriC NsC rEsuLts
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stAff fArEwELLs
sANDy sANEr
there are a number of  us who have ‘reported’ to sandy in 
her tenure here at bishops: peter westwood; marcus bizony; 
the it Department; wCED; home affairs; bishops travel (a 
few years ago);  michael king, and many more, and of  course, 
mE!  when i asked the staff members who had attended the 
bruce springsteen concert what they thought about it, their 
answer was unanimous: ‘he gave so much of  himself !’ that is 
exactly what we can say about saint sandy – aptly nicknamed 
by peter westwood many years ago!

we have enjoyed an amazing journey with sandy. she 
arrived at the pre prep in 1998 and it was her working 
relationship with so many of  us that captured our attention. 
she taught me that bishops is an institution; people work 
inside that institution; some will think they own it, but it will 
always be bigger than all of  us. it is like a bucket of  water.  
when you leave it is like pulling your finger out; it just closes 
the gap. i’m afraid we are going to need to put quite a bit of  
water in that bucket as sandy leaves us today.  peter westwood and marcus bizony will remember 
her ‘capacity for self-direction which is enormous and her attention to detail which is legendary. 
Not only is she extraordinarily efficient, she is also cheerful, kind, wise, loyal and deeply caring. she 
inspires confidence in those around her.’  i know i kept her fit.  i’d ask, ‘sandy, how do i…?’  she 
would answer, ‘i’ll be there in a minute!’  i can also tell you that that no-one ever walked into her 
space and left without feeling helped. sandy has, through her work ethic, earned our respect.   she 
could be direct too.  she once told me, while waiting for my sanction letters to be finalised, ‘André, a 
procrastinator’s work is never done.’ After looking up what the word meant, i applied the 48 hours 
rule immediately. it is true that she wrote DC sanction letters before the DC Committee.  

sandy is a huge loss to us as a colleague and friend and if  there is anyone clever enough in 
tampa, florida, they will jump at the opportunity to rope her in. we wish you well with the packing 
(parrot and all), a safe journey and many blessed years with your children and grandchildren. Go 
well saint sandy!
André Jacobs

OsCAr hOrstmANN
mr Oscar horstmann leaves bishops at the end of  the term and returns ‘home’ to kwazulu-
Natal to take up the position of  hOD Economics at hilton College. he has been at bishops 
since January 2009.  As part of  the bishops Economics Department he has taught Economics 
to Grades 10, 11 and 12 and Ems to Grades 8 and 9. he has been a dedicated and hard-

Sandy Saner 
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working member of  the team and was a driving force 
in the introduction and roll out of  simventure.  he 
was also influential in the formation of  the bishops 
Economics and Entrepreneurial society.  in addition to 
his teaching, Oscar has been the teacher-in-Charge of  
rowing and has coached rugby and cricket. he was the 
staff representative on the finance Committee, and was 
a tutor in birt house.  the College, and in particular the 
Economics Department, will miss his enthusiastic (and 
loud) lesson delivery, his cheerfulness, team spirit and 
comradeship. he has been an asset to the school and will 
be missed. hilton’s economics programme is in excellent 
hands.  we wish Oscar and his (ever-growing!) family all 
the best in their new endeavours.
Sean Henchie

ChApLAiN’s rEpOrt
No sooner had the Epic ended than the December winds started to blow – and blow – and blow. 
five weeks of  continual wind heralded in the Christmas season and miraculously dropped a few 
days before Christmas, leaving, in its wake, the most beautiful weather over the Christmas period. 
One would have expected the end of  the year to come quietly, but this was not to be. the echoes of  
Carol services, prep prize Giving, preprep Nativity play and the Leavers’ Dinner had barely faded 
when we were saddened by the news of  the passing of  our dear madiba. bishops was fortunate to 
be one of  the few schools still operating on that sad day – the evening of  5 December 2013. As a 
school our end-of-year service on 6th December 2013 became a time of  celebration of  his life and 
times. Assembly started on a sombre note with mr Guy pearson officially informing the school of  
the passing of  Nelson rolihlahla mandela. he quoted from the Cape times editorial of  the day by 
saying that bishops honoured the memory of  so great a man and prayed for the guiding principles 
of  his life to be those which we, as free south Africans, could honour and live by. As a school, we 
prayed for his soul, for his family and for the nation. we also shared the prayers written by Archbishop 
Emeritus Desmond tutu, reminding us of  the fact that we pray as a family prays. we pray a prayer 
of  adoration to the God who is a liberator God. we offer a prayer of  contrition for the ways we 
have fallen short of  God’s glory. we offer a prayer of  thanksgiving for saintliness embodied in real 
human beings with all their flaws and foibles and a prayer of  supplication asking God, in our hour of  
grief, to bless south Africa. (Desmond tutu, Cape times, December 6, 2013). Our Eucharist service 
continued and saw, thereafter, the departure of  all for a well-earned Christmas break. 

During the Christmas holidays, we were privileged to host the Cape town male voice choir in 
the memorial Chapel and to enjoy the stirring sounds of  richard Cock and his Christmas Carols 
afternoon. the Christmas Day service was well attended with many ODs, visitors and staff in 

Oscar Horstmann
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attendance at the service held in the memorial Chapel. 
All too soon, the bells ringing in the New year faded, to be replaced by those announcing the 

beginning of  term. the first service of  the year was held on 13 January 2014 in the brooke Chapel. 
with the staff of  the College and prep in attendance, the rev. mark Long (newly installed as rector 
of  st Andrews, Newlands) preached a challenging and thought-provoking sermon, encouraging staff 
to be strong and to see the value of  what they do in this part of  God’s vineyard. the next day was 
spent welcoming New boys into the College before the school year officially started on wednesday 
15th January with Eucharist and Assembly. this was a grand affair with the memorial Chapel filled 
to capacity and with many shiny-faced New boys filling the front pews as the stirring sounds of  ‘i vow 
to thee my Country’ filled the air. 

february saw us welcome the suis mission team (scripture 
union independent schools) to the school. Among their numbers 
was a group of  gap year students from the suis summit team 
from a variety of  south African independent schools as well as 
the gap team from Christ Church, kenilworth and a number of  
undergrad and post-grad uCt students with ties to suis.  they 
were ably led by Xavier moran, National Director of  suis and 
matthew Lewis, Director of  suis, Johannesburg. under their 
capable guidance, the team managed to preach a number of  
significant and challenging sermons in Chapel during the week 
and to visit with every class in the College, prep and preprep. 
in the midst of  this we also were privileged to have the College 
parents prayer team conduct a prayer walk around the precincts 
of  the school, adding to the prayers of  the greater community. 
the suis team left us with a legacy of  thought-provoking messages and a sense of  deeper 
spirituality which will bear fruit in the lives of  the boys in years to come. 

As the term continues, we continue to enjoy beautiful summer days 
with a scattering of  rain which has helped to turn the fields and gardens 
into lush green areas and look forward to the, later than usual, Lent and 
Easter season ( Easter sunday 20 April). in our community we pray for 
those who have experienced the pain of  loss and sadness and remember 
the tragic passing of  Jean pierre blandin de Chalain and Christine 
satchel. we also celebrated the baptisms of  James C. Diesveld, Emily 
C. baff and harry D.D. Edwards and the nuptials of  Charles warren-
Codrington and Julie robertson. may they live a happy and blessed 
life together. we also received, with thanks, the matric 2013 Gift to the 
Chapel and acknowledge the beautiful Cross above the main entrance 
to the memorial Chapel. i leave you with a thought – the possibility of  
a stained Glass window in the brooke Chapel celebrating the lives of  

Nelson mandela and Desmond tutu – and look forward to hearing ideas from the bishops Community. 
Terry Wilke

SUIS Banner

Matric 2013 Gift
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EpiC 2013
in their LO classes this term, the Grade 11s are giving feedback (to us) about Epic.  what these 
illustrate is that Epic is different things to different people and even within some groups, the nature 
of  that group and the journey they took together, has determined the comments made.  what follows 
then is a selection of  comments made.  firstly, the mental preparation:

there is much that goes on behind the scenes in order to ensure that Epic happens and it is 
always gratifying to know that these efforts are appreciated – this is seen so clearly at the way the 
boys respond to the programme whilst on Epic; through e-mails received before and after; through 
the feedback they give in LO and then in the whole demeanour of  the Grade now that they have 
experienced Epic.  we can see a difference in the boys and a number of  parents comment to us that 
Epic is the one event that did something intangible, but yet noticeable – their son is different!

this was our seventh Epic and it was the first one where we had no one leaving early due to 
sporting commitments.  we’ve been able to negotiate with a couple of  provincial sporting bodies and 
the understanding now is that Epic is a compulsory event for our boys and provincial practices will 
need to work around the dates the boys are away.

we’re always grateful to the parents who gave of  their time and also lent us boats and vehicles.  to 
the moms (ably led by Jean Jeffery and Jenny Dominicus) who packed the school crafts and all donated 
material for further distribution – this was hugely appreciated.  Leon potgieter of  stellenbosch Land 
rover loaned us the Defender that i enjoyed driving so much that i did not want to return!  mekor 
Claremont loaned us the Double Cab bakkie we used for the cycling component.  Conrad and Carol 

■ Attitude is everything.  Go in saying you 
will enjoy yourself  – it rubs off on others too.
■ it’s normal to be nervous beforehand.  
Don’t worry, Epic will challenge you, but you 
will make it through.
■ you may not be in a group with all of  your 
friends, but that can be a good thing because 
you can use Epic as an opportunity to get to 
know some people you might not necessarily 
have interacted with before then.  i didn’t 
realise how many other top blokes there were 
in my grade that i had never gotten to know.
■ you must enjoy the Epic and do everything at 
a 100% so that you come back with no regrets!
■ relax and prepare to be amazed at what 
you will do.

Secondly, practical details:
■ take a relatively large groundsheet.
■ your sleeping bag is important – get a 

good one.
■ sporks are horrible.
■ your feet are your motors.  Look after them 
well; buy a decent pair of  boots, with hiking 
socks and liner socks.
■ walk your boots in.
■ bring slip slops.
■ Don’t let your mother pack your bag.  
packing less is better.
■ One group condemned camelpacks and 
another group thought they were the best!
■ hydrate whenever you can – when you 
cross a river, drink and fill up your water 
bottle.
■ Don’t walk in wet clothes – getting chafe is 
not pleasant!
■ Label your clothing and equipment.
■ take snacks – brilliant for when walking.
■ suncream and a wide brimmed hat are 
crucial.
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steyn gave us use of  their Defender.  John and Anne henderson loaned us their ski boat and rob and 
Jacqui henderson loaned us their 4x4 golf  cart.  mike bampfield-Duggan of  wine Concepts helped 
out with supplying wine for staff and some thank you gifts.   there were a number of  parents who 
made donations – these were over and above the fantastic range of  goods and the cash that came in 
for the craft material.  we’re also most grateful to hi-tec for their involvement – clothing for boys 
and staff; great discounts at their shop and the wonderful donation of  shoes to those children from the 
three schools we work at, which we hosted at bishops for a weekend.

what stands out for me this year is the personal journey so many of  our boys (and their families) 
experienced.  there were some difficult issues that were dealt with – some only a few of  us know 
about; some we don’t know about and some have been bravely shared.  As staff, we are honoured to 
have journeyed with each of  the boys in our different ways and them with us.  we know that Epic 
makes a difference and that all sorts of  descriptions of  what it entails can be given.  it was beautifully 
summarised for me this term when i heard a Grade 11 comment to a Grade 10:  “Epic is Epic! Just 
go and do it and you’ll know what i mean!”

bishops is most fortunate to have staff who have the skills to run the various things we do on Epic 
and the willingness to develop them.  we’re most fortunate to have superb backup at the school from 
admin – the bills, the transport, the food and the willingness to go that extra mile.  whilst we do rely 
on some outside organisations for their professional support (wildmedix, sailpro, Cape Leopard 
trust and team work through innovation), Epic is a ‘home-grown’ entity and i’m most grateful to 
my colleagues on the Epic brains trust who assist in so many ways with extensive planning and such 
wonderful encouragement.  we’re most encouraged that more schools, particularly in the Cape town 
area, are doing a similar programme.  there is a need for young people to have controlled activities 
that push them out of  their comfort zone – we do this on Epic and it is wonderful to see how our 
boys respond and how surprised so many of  them are that what appeared impossible, is now possible!
Graham Robertson, Epic Director

viC-bAy surf CAmp - 2013
As the eleven of  us (plus mr mallett, mr Noel and miss mallett) 
ventured out towards the Ebb and flow campsite in wilderness, one 
thing became immediately apparent: this camp was going to be a 
lot of  fun! After a solid 6/7 hours of  driving we poured out of  a hot, 
stuffy minibus to unload and settle down. we pitched tents and almost 
instantly headed out for a surf. the weather conditions were perfect for 
a 4 o’ clock surf  in the afternoon sun. we were lucky enough to have 
the best weather for the duration of  our camp, the only setbacks being 
the wind and the ‘mozzies’. the problem with the mozzies was that 
they interrupted our heated game of  30 seconds/charades in which the 

losers (by only one point) came out with pink tiaras. Nonetheless, with many a game of  touch rugby and 
with plenty of  surf, our camp drew to a close as we re-packed our trailer and headed back to the mother 
City. A successful camp - barring the fact that our bus was impounded as we were heading out of  George!

The Intrepid Vic Bay Surfers
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Grade 8
alfredo, J t
Burger, r
Christaudo, C
Forbes, J
Mertens, r s

Grade 9
pringle, C i

Grade 10
Klinkenberg-Evans, E
Otten, t A m
Thompson, C G
poole, J G
Hamutenya, E
Marlow, O

Grade 12
adam, Z
alexander, m A h
allen, t
anguria, p A
Barker, t G s
Barker, L s
Belcher, O J L
Bemat, m
Botha, N b
Bourne, DAk
Brink, r A
Brink, D A m
Brooks, m r
Brown, J p
Carter, A
Chikte, m r
Christopher, r L
Chung, J D
Clamp, s p
Clark, s
Corbett, m J
Cornelissen, t
Cotchobos, N A
Court, A p
Crowther, s A
day, J C
de Freitas, D m
de Klerk, D

douglass, i C
dreyer, D G
dry, J A
du plessis, m C
du Toit, N f
dube, Z
Elphick, m b
Erlangsen, G C
Everingham, t r
Fanton, J A
Farao, J E
Ferrandi, pt
Firfirey, m s
Fisher, D s
Forbes, G J
Giuricich, L r s
Gordon, J J
Gush, J w C
Gwiliza, C O
Hablutzel, C h
Hamilton, p A
Hanekom, J p
Harries, C s A
Herberstein, m A
Heunis, C
Hewitson, J t
Heydenrych, m C
Hickman, r A D
Hill, p J
Holliday, J w
Holmes, A k
Hwang, y k
Innes, t G s
Innes, sJs
Jones, m r
Julius, r C
Kahn, J w
Kaulinge, L N
Keir, s O
Kenealy, N v
Kirk, A J
Kotze, D J A
Landon, r J
Lanser, J p
Laurie, s w
Leale, D k
Leusink, r h

Louis, m E
Lurie, D A
Maimba, A
Makgoba, N m
Makhoba, m C
Marais, m A L
Marine, N J
Marokane, t
Marr, O J
Masha, C p
Mcalpin, A w
McGregor, m
Meddick, D J
Miller, r
Miller, s A
Moir, D m
Moodley, J
Moore, m J
Motsepe, O A
Murphy, J r
Mynhardt, m A
Neill, O L
Nel, D J
Nixon, m w
Nyati, A A
Orrie, m s
pastorino, L G
paterson-Jones, G E
paulucci de Calboli, f N
peel, m r
philip, J J G
pillay, N
rawoot, i A
rawoot, i A
richter, k J
robarts, m m
roberts, k
rockey, L J f
rossouw, C G
rousseau, J L
russell, Dh
Scarles, D t
Scott, D E
Share, h
Shaw, J r
Shikongo, N D
Smith, s A f

Smith, A A m
Steingaszner, s G
Steinhagen, J m
Stewart, A L
Steytler, N A
Sutherland, k i
Tobias, s
ulimwengu, m m
upshon, A E
Valodia, v
van der Linden, m
van der ploeg, A D
van Niekerk, J J
van rensburg, s N
van ryneveld, A m
van Wyngaarden, A h
von Zahn, t s
Walters, m s
Warren, A E
Waterfield, t J G
Whaley, b G D
White, w
Willcocks, m
Wills, t p
Wilson, J D
Wilson, m G 
Wolski, s p
Woodman, D J
Wray, C t E
Wyatt-Smith, JC

post Matric 2013
Bovijn, m E v
Brown OAA
Hardcastle, h G
Hassanali, N
Heinrich, J k
Kerbelker, s
Lees, f G
Lutufyo, k
Mojela, N k
Norsworthy, J-s
Setlhare, r w Z
Sham, A
Wilson, w D
Zimmermann, A f

vALEtE 2012
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Grade 8
aron, J
Bell, G
Bolus, G
Bowker, C
Brakhoff, m
Braun, C
Bromley, w
Cottrell, s
Cuthbert, D
Foulkes, A
Frater, w
Godfrey, m
Goodsell, s
Gray, b
Halle, J
Hartman, b
Henderson, J
Jacobs, D
Jankovich-Besan, A
Jones, G
Kahla, s

Kirsch, J
Knight, A
Ko, J
Kruger, C
Kwatsha, O
Malherbe, J
Mashwama, s
Murinda, p
Nelson, D
Newbury, t
Newman, h
Nyoni, C
Omar, r
pearce, N
phelan, O
phelan, p
pitman, w
pittaway, J
price, C
reissenzahn, D
roberts, E
roche, m

rose, w
rudston, t
Schwulst, m
Smith, C-Z
Stevens, L
Steytler, m
Thomas, b
Van Wyngaarden, A
Varney, k J
Vine-Morris, N
Whiting, A

Grade 9
Heatlie, J
Moodliar, N
Wixley, h

Grade 10
aberdein, J D
Cassiem, A-D
de Nysschen, C J
Murinda, J s

Smith, J-p
Wellmann, s O

Grade 11
africa, N-r
Miller, k
pohl, A C
Tshifularo, r

post Matric
Bruton, J
Canterbury, A m
devries, D
dooms, A
Hitchman, J L
Marchbank, A
Namaseb, N i
rehman, k
robson, A m

sALvEtE 2012

The Imibala Gallery in Somerset West 
is pioneering a new opportunity for 
the fine art collector. Through their 
partnership with Everard Read, 
Cape Town, Imibala offers patrons 
the chance to invest in a work of art 
by major South African artists and 
simultaneously help sponsor learners 
from disadvantaged backgrounds.

No premium is added to the price of 

the artwork to facilitate this; it stems 
instead from Everard Read and Imibala 
donating a portion of the price.

The Imibala Trust was founded by 
Gaynor Rupert in 1999.

16 Bright Street, Somerset West   
gallery@imibala.com 021 852 2411
www.everard-read-capetown.co.za

To Stellenbosch

Lord Charles Hotel

M9 Main Road

R4
4

N2 Cape Town

imibala

Vergelegen Estate

Somerset West
Bright Stree

t
Lourensford Road

Patrons will also be entitled to a Tax Certificate confirming the minimum 10% donated portion of the purchase price, which may be used to obtain a tax benefit. While 
the Imibala Gallery operates under a private company, any profits generated above the 10% will also be donated towards Imibala Trust sponsorships. Patrons will 
receive a notarial certificate of charitable authenticity confirming the identity of specific children sponsored through the patron’s creative investment.

INVEST IN FINE ART TO INVEST IN LIVES

imibala.indd   1 2014/02/17   1:28 PM
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COLLEGE CuLturE
sOCiEtiEs

aFrICaN rELaTIONS
Teacher-in-Charge: Mr W. Steenkamp
African relations is a society that focuses on the African continent, African 
Economic and social Development and on African politics. the society met 
regularly and attended various culture evenings at surrounding schools, such 
as springfield Convent and wynberg boys’ school.  in April, bishops hosted 
its own Culture evening in the memorial theatre. Craig Chinook (OD) was 
the guest speaker.  he spoke about ubuntu and the isiXhosa culture. we 
were entertained by musical items from various schools, as well as by our 

own marimba band (peter Anguria, Afika Nyati and mnotho makhoba). A highlight for the year, 
after a lengthy process, was to have the African relations tie finally presented. the tie was designed 
by Nyakallo makgoba and the first tie 
was presented by mr vernon wood 
to the 2013 Chairperson, mnotho 
makhoba, in a special function in 
the heatlie pavilion. the society had 
a wonderful end-of-year function 
at moyo, stellenbosch. prof. willie 
breytenbach, from the university of  
stellenbosch, spoke about Africa:the 
Continent, then and Now. A 
thoroughly enjoyable evening was had 
by all.
Will Steenkamp

daNCE
Teacher-in-charge: Mr P. Court
the 2014 Dance society year has got underway with a new group of  keen 
recruits.  20 matric bishops boys and 20 Grade 11 herschel girls meet 
three times a term to learn the dance steps to the waltz, foxtrot, quickstep, 
rumba, cha-cha, rock n’ roll, jive and tango dances.  At this stage of  the 
year the boys are dancing with their heads down watching their feet and 
counting the steps – and the girls have to avoid being trampled upon!  in no 
time at all though, the couples will be floating gracefully around the dance 

floor as though they have been dancing for their entire lives!
Phil Court  

SOCIETY
We are about:

Sharing
Celebrating

Unity
Understanding

Ubuntu 

Bishops SOCIETIES

AFRICAN RElATIONS 

SOCIETY

Bishops SOCIETIES

THE BISHOPS DANCE 

The ability to dance well is a great social skill

Membership is limited to ONLY 20 grade 12 boys

Get to meet and socialise with a group of Herschel girls

Grow in confidence as they progress as dancers

It is a lot of fun and some exercise!

End-of-Year function at Moyo
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dEMOCrITuS
Teacher-in-Charge: Mr K. Warne
Chairperson: Jeremy Wilkinson
Jeremy wilkinson writes, ‘the Democritus society has had a very successful 
past year. we’ve strived to provide captivating evening talks, once a term, with 
topics ranging from Newton to Astronomy. During open periods we have tried 
to host an environment of  development and research for various projects, open 
to anyone, and for anything relating to science. below are two short summaries 
from the two project leaders, Nicholas hyslop (Cansat rocket project) and 

taku mtombeni (hovercraft project) to benchmark our progress for the forgone year.’
Nicholas hyslop writes, ‘the Democratis society Cansat rocket project has been a very interesting 

and ambitious one for us and has provided many challenges for everyone involved. the aim of  the 
project is to launch a rocket using a system that takes hydrogen peroxide (h2O2) and decomposes 
it, producing a very large amount of  hot gas which is then used to propel the rocket. this rocket 
would carry a small electronic device in a 330ml soft-drink can (hence Cansat) that would collect all 
the flight data and stream it to a computer. the can is then ejected out of  the rocket and returned to 
earth under a parachute. the h2O2 method is a largely unused technology – especially by amateur 
rocketeers – as it involves a complicated system of  trying to pressurize and distribute the liquid rocket 
fuel through an engine mechanism, requiring quite a lot of  complex calculations to get right. this 
ultimately provided two challenges: firstly it meant that it would be very difficult to engineer, and 
secondly there is a very small amount of  information out there as to how to construct it. it is by far 
much more difficult than a simple solid fuel engine that you just light and stand back. but, in true 
bishops style, we decided to charge ahead and do it anyway. And it has been greatly rewarding 
experience for all the people involved: namely myself  (Nicholas hyslop) and Jeremy wilkinson 
(working on the rocket) and scott maslin (putting together the electronic Cansat). Currently we 
have finished all of  the theoretical work – having finalised all the calculations needed to design the 
engine and rocket body systems – and have started work on building the test system for the h2O2. 
it has definitely not been without some hurdles. to try and obtain some high concentration h2O2 
has proved quite difficult, as well as trying to cheaply fabricate the complicated silver wire mesh 
components – an absolutely critical aspect of  the engine system. however, the project is starting to 
build some momentum, with the engine construction complete, i am very enthusiastic and excited to 
see this project get up and off the ground. you know what they say: the sky’s the limit.’

taku mtombeni writes, ‘As a Democritus society project, the hovercraft team has been working 
on building a functional hovercraft. Once completed the hovercraft will be used to aid in the teaching 
of  Newton’s laws, pressure and friction to boys in the younger grades. there are even plans to offer 
the project to grade 9’s or 10’s and even host a bishops hovercraft Derby. the hovercraft is of  
surprisingly simple design. it has a large circular base with a skirt attached to it in order to help with 
airflow. the hovercraft will be powered by air and will use a leaf  blower as its engine. the process of  
taking an idea through the process of  design and actually building it has been an insightful experience 
for all involved. At present the hovercraft requires one more part before it can be completed (a t-bolt 
band Clamp). upon completion we hope to use the project to showcase the society.’

SOCIETY
look beyond the syllabus! 

Expose you to science concepts and topics that are current, relevant and  
topical

Provide opportunities for you to hear speakers and discuss topics informally  
with experts in the field

Allow you to become involved in collaborative projects that have international 
and global significance

Provide opportunities for you to visit places of scientific importance

Give you a broader appreciation and insight of the importance and inner  
workings of scientific endeavor

We aim to:

Bishops SOCIETIES

DEMOCRITIS SCIENCE 
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As can be seen from the reports here the society is developing into a vibrant and challenging 
arena where boys are engaging in first hand discovery and development of  ideas and theories. for 
the boys to have got the rocket test motor through the design and fabrication phase is a significant 
achievement. it has been a delight to me to see the impressive level of  operation that our boys are 
capable of  and i am excited about what lies ahead this year. there are a number of  ideas which are 
still on the back burner and so for any others who are not yet members in the society there is huge 
scope for further involvement.
Keith Warne

draMa
Teacher-in-Charge: Mr C.W Tucker
As in every year at this time, the Drama society is involved in the major 
first term production.  this year simon Levy’s adaptation of  f. scott 
fitzgerald’s classic, The Great Gatsby, is being staged. the production is 
directed by wayne tucker with musical direction by stephen Carletti, 
technical direction by russell Drury and choreography by roxy Levy.  it 
stars Nic Cullinan (Nick Carraway); simon thompson (Jay Gatsby); max 
Linley (tom buchanan) and Nicholas hyslop (George wilson).   the 

leading ladies join us from herschel, rustenburg, springfield Convent and st Cyprian’s – tyler 
bennett (Daisy buchanan); Jean marr (Jordan baker); paige rigby (myrtle wilson) and Jaz van der 
spuy (Catherine).  Other lead members of  the cast are: Jason botha (wolfsheim), mitchell Christy 
(mr mckee), Emily turnbull (mrs mckee) and Josua Joubert (michaelis). members of  the society 
are involved in positions in the sound and lighting box, as production assistants and backstage.  
rehearsals have been intense and the learners have been busy five times a week in preparation for 
what promises to be a rollicking trip to the roaring twenties with images of  bobbed-hair-flappers 
and couples dancing freely to jazz music! members of  the society attended the maynardville 
production of  The Tragedy of  Richard III, but unfortunately the performance was cancelled just 
before ‘curtain up’ because of  the weather.  with many exciting productions being staged in the 
greater Cape town area, we look forward to a few trips to the theatre in the near future – the start 
being The Sound of  Music and Blood Brothers.
Wayne Tucker

FOruM
patron: Prof. Philip (Taffy) Lloyd (OD: Class of  1953) – Nobel Peace Prize-winner
Teacher-in-Charge: Dr P. Murray
Chairperson: Graham Welham
forum had two incredible meetings this last season.  the first was an 
address by Cape town entrepreneur mr ian halfon who spoke to the 
group about possibilities in business.  As an entrepreneur one has to have 
specific qualities and these were shared with the group by mr halfon.  
mr halfon shared his experiences from the hospitality industry as well as 

Join because of your passion for Drama...it’s that simple! 

It is interesting, thought provoking and important to our culture 

We are all natural storytellers 

Life is improvisation – the spontaneous response to new 
and unexpected situations

The Drama Society helps with confidence and self-assurance 
and you will be ‘well-rehearsed’ for real-life situations

It makes you a much more fascinating and out-of-the-ordinary person

Become Anyone … Anywhere … Anytime!

Bishops SOCIETIES

SOCIETY 
THE BISHOPS DRAMA 

FORUM
Listen to and engage with high ranking speakers

You get elected to a place in this group, so once you’re in, you’re committed!

Internalise high order thoughts about a topic

Participate in discussions around a topic 

Formulate ideas as a result of listening and participating in discussion

Bishops SOCIETIES

THE
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impressed on the students the need to engage in the community, as an entrepreneur.  here once 
again he provided examples from his own experiences.  it required of  entrepreneurs that they be 
smart, study and strive for the highest in their field.  he kindly arranged for each member to receive 
a double voucher to enjoy a dining experience at one of  his restaurants on the waterfront.  we are 
grateful to mr halfon for this gesture as we are for sharing with us his experiences.

the second meeting was an incredible account delivered by professor haroon bhorat (OD) 
of  uCt about “Economic Growth, poverty and inequality Dynamics in post-Apartheid south 
Africa”.  professor bhorat expounded on the theory of  how 20 years after the start of  south Africa’s 
democracy there is still this huge gap in economic society.  he explained his thesis using graphs and 
statistics, for instance, the Gini Coefficient and the Lorenz Curve.  One of  the striking features of  
the presentation, and indeed a great eye-opener for the members was how the government over 
the years has re-distributed income through transfer payments which might make the situation for 
south Africa look fairly ok, but in fact, in the course of  it, there has not been the accompanying 
sustained economic growth.  the address by professor bhorat was incredibly challenging for 
prospective young men to look for ways to solve the huge economic problem faced by south Africa. 
we are grateful to professor bhorat for sharing with us his insights and findings from his research.
Graham Welham

GIN
Teacher-in-Charge: Mrs C. Douglas
Chairpersons: Rahul Naidoo and Nikhal Narismulu
the Global issues Network is a society of  thinkers and (more importantly) 
doers who challenge the problems under the status quo and attempt to 
find solutions for issues ranging from environmental pollution to the spread 
of  infectious disease. projects are chosen and managed by the students, 
with the constant support of  Cheryl Douglas. in the fourth term of  
2013, a team from the Global issues Network society collaborated with 

five students from the Leap school to 
tackle the issues of  water availability 
and quality in the western Cape. 
the team documented conditions 
in Langa and westlake and studied 
the protocol for proper water usage. 
After countless thursday afternoon 
and saturday morning meetings, 
the project culminated in the team 
presenting an eight-minute video to 
the City of  Cape town (in association 
with teaching biology project).   
visit http://learning.bishops.org.za/
humanimpact/ to see our video and 

(GLOBAL ISSUES NETWORK)

You can make a difference 

Turn ideas into actions

Collaborate rather than compete

Form satellite networks of schools around the world – use the 
latest technology to promote both face-to-face conferences 
and on-going communication.

Think about / research real issues and feel empowered to 
develop solutions for global issues such as water shortages, 
global warming, environmental degradation, infectious 
diseases, poverty, illiteracy, depletion of fisheries, peacekeeping, 
and the loss of ecosystems.

Bishops SOCIETIES

GIN

Leap and Bishops on site visit regarding Water 
Availability and Quality
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those from other schools. this collaborative project was an eye-opener, as it forced the bishops 
team to interact with the reality of  life in an informal settlement, and it resulted in some useful 
content- the video will be used to educate people about proper water usage. 

in the coming year, GiN students are encouraged to follow their passions and choose their own 
projects. Over the course of  the first term, the society’s members have already fragmented into six 
groups- each working on a different topic, including a NAis 20/20 project on global infectious 
diseases with two schools in the usA. within a few weeks, the society will be hosting a ‘dragon’s 
den’ evening, wherein projects will be professionally pitched, and prizes will be awarded. viable 
project ideas will be developed further, including working with sAiiA and City of  Cape town on 
a research based sustainability project. the society is poised to achieve much this year. watch this 
space… to find out more speak to rahul Naidoo, Nikhal Narismulu or mrs Douglas (cdouglas@
bishops.org.za)
Rahul Naidoo and Nikhal Narismulu

HISTOrICaL BENCH
Teacher-in-Charge: Dr P. Murray
Chairpersons: Daniel Mesham
the historical bench meets once a quarter and in these meetings boys are 
encouraged to engage in thought-provoking and well-rounded discussions. 
the aim is to give each member greater knowledge of  a topic and to allow 
him to broaden his understanding of  the many questions surrounding it.  
in the final quarter of  2013, we met to examine the ever-growing problem 
of  rhino poaching. we discussed the morality of  the vietnamese demand, 

which led to a record 1004 rhinos being poached in south Africa last year. Debate was had as 
to whether current anti-
poaching measures were 
doing enough to deter 
poachers, and the on the 
merits of  many alternative 
tactics such as trophy 
hunting and legalizing the 
trade in horns. finally, 
members entered into 
a more philosophical 
discussion about 
conservation in general 
and why we as humans 
should feel obliged to help 
not only the rhino, but all 
endangered animals. in 
recognition of  the 20th 

BENCH
Think critically about these issues

Learn about important issues in the world

Engage in conversation and debate
with others about the topic and issues

Be aware of current world situations – where are there crises, 
where are there contentious issues e.g. the referendum in 
Sudan, leaking Nuclear Reactors in Japan 

Engage in pre-reading to form a better understanding of issues in the world

Bishops SOCIETIES

THE HISTORICAL 

Members of the club receive articles beforehand for 
the discussion.  They then consult in the debate.
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anniversary of  south Africa’s first free and fair elections, the 
historical bench began 2014 with a meeting to discuss voting 
and democracy. members were challenged to think about the 
real reason why they would want to vote one day, and what they 
believe they should consider when choosing their candidates. 
we discussed the role of  small minority parties in elections, and 
finally debated the recently passed Electoral Amendment bill 
of  2013, which allows both imprisoned criminals and south 
Africans living overseas to vote. thanks to their involvement the 
boys will hopefully be able to take more of  an interest in the 
coming months as the general elections draw nearer.
Daniel Mesham

HISTOry
Teacher-in-Charge: Dr R. Warwick
in the only history society meeting that we have had to date, warrant 
Officer keith Chandler of  the Diep river sA police services station, 
together with a female reservist constable colleague addressed a group of  
history society members on the kinds of  crimes which some teenagers 
might find themselves either drawn towards or may encounter as 
bystanders. unsurprisingly narcotic crime figured prominently and the 
police personnel brought along a wide range of  illegal substance samples 

for the boys to view, ranging from various varieties of  cannabis or dagga as we commonly know the 
term, to various illegal drugs such as methamphetamine and heroin. warrant Officer Chandler who 
has served for over twenty five years as a regular policeman, outlined in graphic detail the seizure 
of  such substances and the grim court processes awaiting individuals arrested therewith. he also 
explained a range of  aspects regarding the law, not least the potential consequences of  the public 
drinking of  alcohol in prohibited places; public drunkenness; dealing with petty, but potentially 
violent thieves (of  cell phones for example) to advice on the management of  aggressive police 
personnel who in the course of  their duties threaten to be unnecessarily heavy-handed towards 
the public. this talk, which unsurprisingly elicited numerous questions from those who attended, 
will be the first of  a trio dealing with the law. Our next speaker is due for wednesday, 5 march: 
Advocate Jeremy Guantlett will address the history society on the topic of  to what extent the 
south Africa Judiciary is free of  political interference, besides his thoughts on the future scenario 
regarding this latter deeply concerning situation. thereafter we are likely to have a historian or 
political analyst discuss the general election stakes as they will be standing around middle to late 
April. finally Judge Dennis Davis has agreed to address the history society at some stage during 
this first half-year; a date must still be arranged. A new development is that Aiden bizony at his 
own initiative will in the near future be placing the bishops history society on facebook to extend 
invitations to attendees and keep a closer more assessable record of  its activities. 
Rodney Warwick

SOCIETY 
Encourages interest historical issues

Provides a forum for discussion/debate on varied viewpoints

Promotes awareness of both national and international politics

Invites a wide variety of guests to stimulate intellectual enrichment – 
advocates, analysts, forensic scientist, politicians...

Organises outings

Bishops SOCIETIES

THE HISTORY

Daniel Mesham leads 
the discussion
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IMpaCT
Teacher-in-Charge: Mr K. Warne
impact is a name that represents the Christian union of  bishops. the society 
meets every wednesday Open period in the library to discuss different elements 
of  Christianity: Jesus and his role in our lives; to help out less-privileged people; 
worship God, and listen to guest speakers – whilst enjoying quality coffee and 
biscuits! As members of  impact we strive to find out more about God and make 
a difference in the school and our community in his name, and have fun whilst 
doing so! A committee runs the society and organises each session.

impact has blossomed this year from having a small and sporadic membership, into a group of  friends 
with a real sense of  fellowship. we’ve enjoyed a range of  discussions and speakers, a guest appearance 
from the suis, and have many more projects lined up for the year. we make sandwiches once a month to 
support the work started by the interact society in contributing in a small way to a local primary school. 
this is an attempt to demonstrate practical love, just as Christ has loved us.

Last year we hosted the impact Café in the library, which provided food and a welcoming experience 
of  God – this turned out to be quite a success and was popular among many bishops boys - even if  only 
for the food!

Also, nearing the end of  last year, impact invited several schools to meet at bishops for a fun social 
evening with pizza and music, where many students could meet up together and chat about different 
aspects of  life as a follower of  Jesus. the dayboy dining hall provided a suitable location for the students to 
chill, chat, eat and fill a fun quiz. the meeting was a great success as we enjoyed a message of  celebration 
and a moving testimony from staff member, mr peter westwood.

the suis (scripture union of  independent schools) team joined us last week and provided some 
powerful worship and an inspirational talk that spurred a renewed interest for many of  the boys about 
Christianity and our daily walk with Jesus. 

herschel has invited the impact members to join their meeting this week and in fact, has asked us 
to share something with them! we are excited for this as it is our first inter-school event apart from the 
worship held at the end of  last year.

impact has enjoyed a real sense of  energy and all round general vibe this year and we are looking 
forward to the rest of  the year with some great plans for events ahead. these include: becoming more 
involved with the Christian unions of  other schools, another impact Café, extending our community 
outreach and developing our worship team.
Nic Cullinan, Sean Voss and Daniel Tate

INTErNaTIONaL
Teacher-in-charge: Mr P. Court
pupil Leader: Rhys Farrell
we had three guest speakers at our second meeting in term 3 of  
2013!  the theme of  the evening was ‘the Gap year’.  Jenny wells, 
who matriculated from st Cyprian’s in 2012, gave an enthusiastic 
presentation about her experience of  teaching English in thailand.  

BOARDERS’ CELL 

Bishops SOCIETIES

IMPACT AND 
We glorify God through:
Exploring the teachings of the Bible

Challenging the values and activities that do not uphold Christian 
ethics or teachings

Teaming up with local churches to nurture boys who attend 
Impact and Boarders Cell (24/7).

Looking at ways of building unity between boys from different 
churches and denominations

Developing Christian leadership so that boys can have an 
authentic, independent faith

SOCIETY
Broaden your horizons

Guest speakers will help you to:

Whet your appetite for international travel

Gain deeper insights into international issues

Learn about places, people, and cultures from around the world

Bishops SOCIETIES

INTERNATIONAL
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she did the tEsOL course in thailand and then spent eight very rewarding and adventurous 
months teaching and travelling.  mr. Darren Osborn (intern teacher) has taken several ‘gap 
years’ so far in his life and he told us about winter working programmes in the united states 
as well as Camp America opportunities.  michael weaver (OD) spent a year stooging at Epsom 
College in England and gave an entertaining and convincing talk about the merits of  taking 
a gap year.

Our last meeting of  2013 had a nautical theme.  katherine spindler (staff) told us all about 
her experiences of  working on the mercy ships (Anastasis and Africa mercy).  she spent a 
year and a half  teaching on these ships as they carried out humanitarian operations in Ghana, 
Liberia and sierra Leone.  we were inspired by the example katherine set of  living the 
Christian life humbly and courageously.  she shared the following quote by ravi Zachariasat 
the end of  her talk:  “Accomplishment and dream careers do not necessarily lead to happiness. 
making it to number one really means knowing where God wants you and serving him there 
with your best efforts.  the goal, then, is to find the threads God has in place for you and follow 
his plan for you with excellence.”  On a completely different note Gerry Noel (staff) regaled us 
with his adventures of  looking for work and working on yachts of  the rich and famous in the 
mediterranean sea!  Gerry’s positive attitude and zest for life helped him through the highs 
and lows of  the life of  a deckhand.

At our first meeting in 2014, Dr will bolus (OD) spoke about his ‘journey’ in climbing 
Aconcagua.  he told us about his physical and mental preparation for the climb and showed 
us wonderful pictures of  his ascent and descent on the mountain.  Over and above this will 
shared the life lessons he learnt through his experience and left us with a very inspiring message 
to live life to the full.
Phil Court

LINGua FraNCa
Teacher-in-Charge: Dr P. Murray
Chairpersons: Graham Turnbull
we were most 
privileged to 
have as our 
guest speaker at 
the first of  the 
term’s meetings, 

mr shaun fickling.  mr fickling, a 
member of  the founders house staff 
at the time, gave a presentation of  
his life as a master’s student studying 
mechatronics/biomedical Engineering 
at uCt and at the same time 
playing an important role in student 

FRANCA
The issues of the day?

Learn about:

How other people think?

Forward thinking – engage with and develop the skill 

New ideas which challenge you – the practical impact on your life

The achievements of others – get inspired and motivated 

Bishops SOCIETIES
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Shaun Fickling
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SOCIETY
Develop systematic approach to thinking and rational argument

Enjoy the opportunity to attend the UCT Foundations in Philosophy course

Helps develop the ability to think creatively 

Enjoy group discussion around interesting and relevant topics

Bishops SOCIETIES

THE PHILOSOPHY 

administration and politics.  but it is as a stand-up comedian that he was invited, and this is 
probably what he will best be remembered for by the gathering. shaun carefully described the 
life and times of  a person wearing two hats, that of  the student and that of  the comedian.  
the much awaited moment came when he kicked in with his performance and soon had the 
members roaring with laughter.  it was clear this gifted person knew how to turn his gifts into a 
way that could help fund his studies, at the same time having a great deal of  fun.  it was a great 
privilege to have him address us.  unfortunately at the time of  going to press the second meeting 
has not been held as this was scheduled for later in the term, but details will be featured in the 
september edition.
Paul Murray

TEN CLuB
Teacher-in Charge: Mr V. Wood
Chairperson: Nic Cullinan
rhys farrell gave the first speech of  the ten Club this year on the topic 
of  “Nature or Nurture” in which he examined what caused athletes from 
particular areas of  Africa to outperform athletes from the rest of  the world 
in both the sprints (west Africa) and middle distance (kenya) disciplines.  
it was perhaps of  some consolation to the audience that genetic make-
up has been found to be the overriding factor that explains their superior 

performance.   richard freund followed soon after with a fascinating talk on how technology has 
and will continue to affect our jobs. the talk gave birth to a heated discussion which took a sharp 
turn towards the possibility of  an extreme existential crisis. the year promises to bring many more 
fascinating presentations and discussions.  the club looks forward to being addressed by Daniel 
mesham and pule Nkopane at the next meeting.
Vernon Wood

pHILOSOpHy
Teacher-in-Charge: Mrs C. Douglas
Chairperson: Pule Nkopane
the bishops philosophy society meets twice a term and encourages 
a dialogue of  lively conversation and profound internal examination. 
meetings are organised by the philosophy society Committee which this 
year consists of  8 boys who volunteer to organise a meeting. Committee 
members have the option of  presenting a topic themselves or inviting a 
guest speaker to do so. the year started with an extremely well-attended 

insightful discussion on ‘the Advertising of  Ethics’ led by uCt professor, Dr Greg fried, who 
lectures both philosophy and business ethics. for an intriguing hour and a half  an intelligent group 
of  eager boys debated what constitutes ethical advertising. many prior preconceptions failed to 
withstand the wisdom of  Dr fried and the perceptive philosophy society members!
Pule Nkopane

Bishops SOCIETIES

10 CLUB
BISHOPS

research in depth

create substantial presentations

integrate seamless technology

analyse other presentations

enjoy stimulating conversations

Learn how to:
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spOrt
bAskEtbALL
we’ve kicked off the season with an amazing start by being undefeated. Last year, in term 4, we 
managed to conquer all of  our opponents, except for a strong wynberg boys’. unfortunately, the 
bishops vs wynberg game was rained out in the last quarter and we were unable to finish the game. 
this term is giving way to be an incredible season with a recent victory, 33-32, against sACs. 
the team has been training hard and is very excited to continue its winning streak. we have 3 age 
groups playing: u19, u16 and u14.  we hope this season will continue to be prosperous under the 
guidance of  mr Gibbon (t-i-C basketball), khanye siyengo (Coach), makumba Chiti (Captain) 
and timothy kuhn (vice-Captain). this year we will attend the kearsney stayers issAsA 
tournament again and fly the flag for bishops.
Timothy Kuhn

 CANOEiNG
2013 was a fantastic year for the thriving bishops Canoe Club. there was a major spike in the 
number of  members and it was great to see an overflowing bus packed with excited beginners every 
week during the summer months as they came to try out the sport.  the year started with murray 
walters and Luke rockey teaming up to compete in the ‘Dusi Canoe marathon in february.  
this iconic 125km endurance adventure takes place over three days between pietermaritzburg 
and Durban and involves a mixture of  running and paddling through the valleys and rapids that 
challenge competitors throughout this event.  the boys were happy to finish the race in a time of  
13½ hours and they can now add another ‘Dusi medal to their growing collection.  in October, 
murray and Luke teamed up again to take on the hansa fish river Canoe marathon which 
took place in the Eastern Cape.  the fish is a two-day 85km race which features some of  the 
biggest rapids in the country.  the boys were ecstatic to make it down the river with no swims and 
even managed to shoot the notorious ‘keith’s flyover’ rapid cleanly – less than 20% of  the field 
attempted this rapid!  the bishops Canoe Club took a greater interest in surf  ski ocean paddling 
to add to the river and flatwater marathon racing with murray walters completing the 50km Cape 
point Challenge between scarborough and fish hoek during the December holidays.  Nikki and 
Dawid mocke at the surf  ski school in fish hoek then, very kindly, provided  equipment to show 
15 members of  the club how to paddle in the waves and swells out at sea.  murray then flew to 
Durban in march to take part in the sA schools surf  ski Champs.  Overall 2013 was a pivotal year 
for the Club and the rapidly-expanding member base is a very positive sign for the future.

the year also saw the end of  the tenure of  murray walters as the Canoeing Captain and 
goodbyes to the matric group who had formed the core base of  the club for the past 3 years. the 
reins have now been handed over to James van Niekerk.  A huge thank you must go to teacher-
in-Charge, mr Gary Coombe, assisted by mr burgert maree, for their support of  the club and for 
transporting and aiding the boys throughout the year.
Murray Walters
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 CriCkEt
it is our vision to establish bishops as the most sought after independent cricketing school in south 
Africa. we plan to do this by building the bishops Cricket brand into everything we do!

the steffan Coutts-trotter indoor Cricket Centre (sCtiCC) adjacent to the frank reid Oval 
is, without a shadow of  a doubt, the hub of  bishops Cricket. the facilities available are world class 
and it wasn’t a surprise at all that the Cape Cobras chose to do their pre-season training in the 
sCtiCC. the Centre is open to all current bishops boys and i would like to encourage all young 
cricketers to make use of  this fantastic opportunity. kindly contact Neil Carter, our resident pro, at 
ncarter@bishops.org.za for more info.

thanks to paul burton (OD) and his team, the bishops 
Cricket Golf  day was very successful. All proceeds will be put 
to good use and will be used to benefit all the cricketers in the 
school. Our latest project is to excavate the bowler landing 
areas at all of  our 20 cricket nets and replace the grass with a 
synthetic (bowler friendly) surface similar to the one in use in the 
sCtiCC. this will not only save money over the long run but 
also instil confidence in the bowlers as they do not have to worry 
about the front foot landing area being worn-out and dangerous. 

staying true to our vision of  assisting those less fortunate than 
ourselves we donated more cricket equipment to tygerberg CC in ravensmead and forest heights 
in blackheath. then through a charity called “sport for kids” we invited heathfield primary to 
attend three coaching sessions in the sCtiCC with Neil Carter.

the 2013 season ended with a very special moment for our 2013 captain, Daniel russell, as 
he played his 100th game for the 1st Xi against rondebosch in November. thank you Daniel for 
serving your school with pride, passion and integrity!

the 2014 Cricket season kicked off with the inaugural bishops Cricket festival. the festival ran over 
four days and involved five south African 
schools and three Australian teams. teams 
included michaelhouse, hilton, kearsney, 
rondebosch boys, Churchie (brisbane), 
brisbane boys College (brisbane) as well 
as hale (perth). this prestigious festival 
would not have been possible without the 
financial support of  Coronation fund 
managers, our anchor sponsor.

Late in february the 1st Xi will leave 
for st Albans in pretoria where they will 
participate in the annual independent 
schools Cricket festival. we wish them 
all the best.
Willem H. Steyn

Neil Carter and the boys from 
Heathfield Primary

2014 Bishops Cricket Festival: five retired 
International cricketers graced us with their 

presence: (l-r) Neil Johnstone (Zimbabwe, Coach of 
Hilton); Kim Hughes (Australian Captain, Coach of 
Hale); Gary Kirsten (Proteas, Guest Speaker); Ian 
Greig (England, Coach of Churchie); Neil Carter 

(Scotland, Bishops Cricket Pro).
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rOwiNG

since our last rowing update, so much has happened in the 
interim. five regattas and the January training camp have 
kept our boys very busy. i would like to extend a warm 
welcome to our u14 boys who, by all accounts, are an 
enthusiastic group of  lads who will serve the sport well over 
the next five years.   

misverstand regatta on 2 November 2013: what a 
glorious summer’s day! Our boys acquitted themselves well 
in this annual 8km heads race on the misverstand Dam of  

the berg river. bishops u16 came first in their age group. the gravel road to Club Elani rattled a few 
bones though. thanks to the parents who came out and fed our boys well. 

 the January camp in its staggered format proved a success. u14 boys and Open boys together, 
allowed the new boys to acquaint themselves with 
all the basics of  rowing under the guidance of  our 
coaches, and the Open boys acted as great role models.  
the u15 and u16 boys attended for the second part 
of  the camp, held at Nerina Guest farm in robertson.  
An additional and unexpected challenge was the 
high level of  the breede river after the early January 
storms, but despite this, training and seat boat racing 
continued and crew selections for the first part of  the 
season were finalised.

the first three local regattas at Elgin helped us 
assess our strengths within the club and laid down a 

Bishops results
 SaCS and rBHS regatta Somerset College regatta VLC regatta in
 pGrC regatta  WC Champs Johannesburg (Sprints)

Date 18 January 25 January 9 February  25-26 January
u14 1X  winner  
u14 2x  winner  
u14a 4X  winner  
u14B 4X  winner  
u14a 8+ winner  winner (Manca) 
u15 1x winner At VLC  winner
u15a 4X+  At VLC winner (pienaar) second
u15B 4X  At VLC  winner
u15a 8X+  At VLC winner (Baird) winner
u16a 2-/2X winner winner winner (Mewett) 
u16a 4X+ winner winner winner (Faure) 
u16a 8+ winner winner winner (Faure) 
u19 1st  2- winner winner winner (Barnard) 
u19 1st 4+ winner winner winner (Barnard) 
u19 1st 8+ second  winner (Barnard) 

Bishops u16 rowing team

SACS Regatta: 1st 4+ with Sam Wells, 
Head Coach, and the 1st 4+ Trophy!
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marker to the other western Cape rowing schools about our growing strength as a club. results 
from these three local regattas are laid out in the table.  Of  particular note is the fact that at the 
somerset College regatta the bishops Octopul and Eights boats won in all age groups.  we believe 
this to be ‘a first’ in this boat size! 

 Our u15 boys attended the vLC (victoria Lake Club) sprints regatta in Germiston, Johannesburg 
on the weekend of  the 25 January. their results were outstanding and gave them a good idea about 
rowing at altitude and an opportunity to assess their strength against our more-favoured northern 
cousins. their results below augur well for the sA Champs to be held at the beginning of  march. 

 the acquisition of  new elite boats (viii, coxed four, and 2 pairs), and a new light-weight trailer, an 
increase in membership and of  course the tireless dedication of  mr sam wells and his coaching team 
make all of  us quietly optimistic about our chances of  medalling at the buffalo regatta and the sA 
Champs. Good luck to all the boys selected for the various teams.
Yaasien Kerbelker

shOOtiNG
with the significant stress upon athletics during the first half  of  the first term, the shooting squad, 
under its Captain, benson Joubert, and his ever dependable Deputy, Chris Lea, has to date (of  
this magazine’s publishing) been fully occupied in this very limited time space so far available for 
the sport, by introducing numerous new members to shooting. there clearly are some promising 
shottists amongst this group although benson and Chris still top the averages. but, amongst those 
demonstrating they could be due for higher honours are theuns kuhn, Joshua van breda, Andre 
truter and Joshua mckirby. A fuller report on shooting will be possible during a later edition of  the 
Diocesan College magazine. 
Rodney Warwick  

wAtEr pOLO
bishops water polo had a fantastic 2013 that saw some exciting developments and changes.  we are fully 
subscribed at the College and water polo remains a very popular option at the prep. A programme and 
specific outcomes for each age-group from u9 upwards was developed in 2013 and has been distributed 
to our coaches with the aim of  ensuring boys are taught specific skills at each stage of  their water polo 
careers.  in order for the above structures to be implemented successfully, we needed to develop our own 
coaches and managers. we now have the benefit of  working closely with Dasch barber (OD and top 
south African referee) to ensure that our coaches and students have the best opportunity to develop their 
refereeing skills and we held our first clinic at the start of  february. the heating of  the bishops pool in 
2013 was significant, as it gave us a real chance to compete at the top level of  the game. we made full 
use of  this facility for pre-season training and tournament preparation in the build up to the 4th term in 
2013 and will certainly look to benefit from it in 2014.   Our water polo boys have had some outstanding 
results across the age-groups in 2013 and 2014. we had over 25 boys representing western province 
at the sA schools tournament in December 2013 and had a south African representative in max 
herberstein (2014 u14A coach).  we are looking forward to a successful 2014 of  water polo! 
Fiona Mallett
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